Secured VDI from the home
Transform your Windows computer for secure VDI access
Work locations are migrating from the traditional office, to
people’s homes in order that users may work in isolated and safe
environments. The question is whether to buy new computers for
home working or let them use their personal ones as is- the former
is expensive, while the latter is unpredictable.
Fusion Secure Desktop provides a secure access environment to
the company’s VDI framework, using the user’s personal computer
or laptop running Windows 7 or Windows 10.
Fusion Secure Desktop is an add-on module that works with
Fusion UEM, a highly featured enterprise management software that allows IT staff to manage and
monitor endpoints powered by Windows, Android and iOS operating systems. Fusion Secure Desktop
is very easy to install, just like any Windows application and is equally easily set up to connect, activate
and configure with Fusion UEM.
Once installed, it provides the user with a desktop icon that
launches a secured desktop environment within which the user is
limited to access the applications and connections permitted by
the IT department. Applications include connectors such as Citrix
Receiver, VMware Horizon View and Microsoft RDS client, as well
as custom applications like VPN or browser - all limited to the
launch conditions pre-defined by the administrator. This level of
control provides the company’s management with peace of mind,
knowing that the user cannot run any unauthorized applications
that may pose a potential risk.
When the workday is done, the user simply logs out of the Secure Desktop and is immediately returned
to their normal Windows desktop and applications.
Fusion Secure Desktop: Enabling secured homeworking at a very affordable price.
Secure and stable
SecureDesktop is designed to be installed
on Windows and provide a secure
environment for access to corporate VDI
systems

Highly flexible
Configurable easily by the IT department to
connect to almost any server framework:
Citrix®, VMware® and Microsoft®, as well as
custom applications.

Managed using Fusion UEM
SecureDesktop is a modular addon that is
provided with a enterprise device license for
Fusion UEM management and configuration.

FUSION SECUREDESKTOP IS BEST SUITED FOR
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Businesses that want to move
their office users into home
working using their home PCs.
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Want to deploy a secured
environment for launching
connections to corporate VDI.

3

Use a solution that is BYOD
in nature - maintain the
user’s personal workspace.

